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New Jersey Supreme Court Limits Employer’s
Review of Emails Sent Using Company Laptop
By Suhna Pierce and Christine Lyon

Beijing
Does an employee have a reasonable expectation of privacy when accessing her
personal, web-based email account from a company-owned computer? In Stengart
v. Loving Care Agency, Inc., the New Jersey Supreme Court held that an employee
could reasonably expect that emails she exchanged with her attorney via her
personal Yahoo! Mail account using a company laptop would remain private.1 This
case demonstrates that public policy concerns may outweigh an employer’s right to
review some email communications sent using company computers, and provides
important guidance to U.S. employers for drafting technology use policies.

Background
This case arose from a lawsuit filed by Marina Stengart against her former employer,
Loving Care Agency, Inc. (“Loving Care”). In preparing to defend against Ms. Stengart’s claims, Loving Care created a forensic image of the hard drive of the company
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seven or eight email messages that Ms. Stengart had exchanged with her attorney,
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using her personal, web-based Yahoo! email account. While Ms. Stengart had
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laptop that had been assigned to her. This forensic image showed the contents of

wisely refrained from using her company email account to correspond with her attorney, she had used her company laptop to log in to her Yahoo! account to access and
transmit these messages. Without her knowledge, the web browser of her company
laptop had automatically saved a copy of Internet pages she viewed to a “cached”
folder of temporary Internet files on the hard drive. As a result, these files were later
viewable to Loving Care and its counsel.
Ms. Stengart’s counsel objected to Loving Care’s inspection and use of these email
messages, based on the attorney-client privilege. In response, Loving Care argued
that the email messages were not protected by the privilege because Ms. Stengart
had no reasonable expectation of privacy in files on a company-owned computer,
given Loving Care’s written policy that it may access “all matters on the company’s
media systems and services at any time.” The trial court agreed with Loving Care,
but the Appellate Division reversed, finding that ambiguous language in the electronic communications policy supported a reasonable expectation of privacy in personal emails sent on a company computer.2 The Appellate Division also concluded
that Loving Care’s counsel had violated professional conduct rules by failing to alert
Ms. Stengart’s attorneys that it possessed the email messages before reading them.
The New Jersey Supreme Court agreed to hear the case on appeal.

The New Jersey Supreme Court’s Decision
On March 30, 2010, the New Jersey Supreme Court affirmed the Appellate Division,
holding that Ms. Stengart had a reasonable expectation of privacy in emails she
exchanged with her lawyer using her personal, web-based account, and that Loving
Care’s counsel consequently violated the attorney-client privilege by reading the
messages. An employee’s expectation of privacy is reasonable, the court said, if she
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subjectively expects her email communica-

that unambiguously reserves the right

tection.7 In Stengart, the strong public

tions to be private and if that expectation is

for the employer to retrieve and read an

policy reasons for protecting confiden-

objectively reasonable. Two principal con-

employee’s attorney-client communica-

tial attorney-client communications are

cerns informed the court’s subjective-ob-

tions with her attorney, accessed on her

given significant weight in balancing

jective analysis: (1) whether Loving Care’s

personal, web-based email account via

Ms. Stengart’s interests against those of

electronic communications policy provided

the company’s computer, would not

Loving Care.

sufficient notice that it covers personal,

be enforceable.

In addition, the New Jersey Supreme

web-based emails; and (2) how the nature
of the emails affects the balance between
Stengart’s interest in privacy and Loving
Care’s interest in inspecting messages
stored on its systems.3 To evaluate these
concerns, the court considered factors that

6

Because of the steps Ms. Stengart took to

Court noted that “courts might treat

keep her emails private, the shortcomings

e-mails transmitted via an employer’s

in Loving Care’s electronic communica-

e-mail account differently than they

tions policy, and the public policy behind

would web-based e-mails sent on the

privileging attorney-client communica-

same computer.”8 While observing that
some courts have attributed a “lesser

other jurisdictions had deemed relevant

expectation of privacy” to employees

under similar facts, including: whether the

who communicate with their attorneys

employer’s technology use policy explicitly
warns or implicitly suggests that it covers
personal, web-based accounts; whether
the employee is aware of monitoring policies; whether the privacy claim involves
illegal or inappropriate information that
could harm the employer; whether the
messages were transmitted using the
employer’s email system, as compared
with the employee’s personal, web-based
account; and whether the computer was
located in the employer’s facilities or in the

The New Jersey
Supreme Court
clarified that
its decision
“does not mean
that employers
cannot monitor
or regulate the
use of workplace
computers.”

employee’s home.4

over company email, the court refrained
from addressing how it would rule in
such a case.9

Practical Implications for
Employers
The New Jersey Supreme Court clarified that its decision “does not mean that
employers cannot monitor or regulate the
use of workplace computers.”10 Stengart
confirms that a company can adopt and
enforce technology use policies to protect
its “assets, reputation, and productivity.”11

The court found that Ms. Stengart met

In light of this decision and evolving tech-

both the subjective and objective com-

nology, U.S. employers should revisit their

ponents of its privacy analysis. She
had a subjective expectation of privacy
because she took steps to ensure that the
emails remained private, such as using
her personal, web-based email account
rather than Loving Care’s email system,
and not saving her ID and password on
the laptop. Moreover, the court found her
expectation of privacy to be objectively
reasonable, concluding that Loving Care’s
policy failed to put Stengart on notice that
her Yahoo! emails could be monitored and
read, and because of the important public

tions, the court held that Ms. Stengart’s

technology use policies to ensure they are

expectation of privacy was reasonable.

current, considering the following:

The court further held that, once Loving

•

Technology use policies should ac-

Care’s counsel identified the messages

curately reflect your company’s own

as potential attorney-client communica-

monitoring practices. Your IT person-

tions, they were obligated to notify Ms.

nel may be a source of valuable input

Stengart’s attorney that they possessed

about the types of data that may be

the emails or to seek court permission

captured or stored by your company’s

before reading further. By reading the

computer systems. This information

emails, Loving Care’s counsel was found

can help to identify other practices

to have violated New Jersey’s rules of

that may be appropriate to address in

professional conduct.

your policies.
•

Stengart demonstrates the impor-

policy reasons for protecting privileged

Although the court did not expressly

communications. In light of the important

address non-privileged personal emails

tance of providing sufficient detail

public policy concerns behind privileging

accessed and sent on company com-

about monitoring practices, so that

attorney-client communications, the court

puters, its analysis implies that these

employees can regulate their conduct

noted that even a technology use policy

messages may be afforded less pro-

accordingly. For instance, you will
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want to consider explaining that web-

web-based email, the court also found the
language of the policy unclear as to emails
sent over the company’s internal email
system. Second, the court considered the
nature of the messages at issue. They did
not involve illegal or inappropriate activity
that could put the company at risk; rather
they were confidential attorney-client
communications, which are “historically
cloaked in privacy” for the purpose of
fostering candid exchanges between client
and counsel. Stengart at *43.

site content accessed via company
computers may be stored on the
company’s technology resources, and
that these stored copies are subject
to monitoring. Personal, web-based
email accounts are one example, but
the same issue may arise with other
web-based content that an employee
accesses using a company computer
(e.g., online accounts, external blogs
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or social media pages, etc.)
•

Employers should maintain a clearlystated policy that messages sent or
received via the company’s email
system are subject to monitoring, in accordance with applicable law.

•

Attorney-client privileged communications require special care. If you
discover potential attorney-client communications between an employee and
his or her personal attorney, consult
with legal counsel about your potential
obligations in that particular jurisdiction.

•

Remember that monitoring of employee email or computer usage is subject
to very different privacy regimes
outside of the U.S.12 Technology use
policies and monitoring practices need
to comply with the local requirements

Whether or not an employee has a
reasonable expectation of privacy in nonprivileged communications from a personal,
password-protected, web-based email
service may depend on the adequacy of
the employer’s policy to provide notice
that the content of such emails could be
monitored and read. See, e.g., Stengart at
*25-26 (finding the scope of Loving Care’s
written policy unclear when it failed to give
employees “express notice” that personal,
web-based accounts were subject to
monitoring). The employer’s reasons for
accessing the emails may also be relevant.
See Stengart at *30-31 (discussing New
Jersey cases where courts rejected privacy
claims based on employers’ investigation
of employees’ use of company computers
in illegal activity); Stengart at *44-45
(contrasting Loving Care’s lack of “bad faith”
in its “legitimate[ ] attempt[ ] to preserve
evidence” with a scenario in which an
employer might “hack into [an employee’s]
personal account,” “maliciously seek out
attorney-client documents,” and “rummage
through an employee’s personal files out of
idle curiosity”). The court did not expressly
reach this issue in its decision, however.

of the countries in which your com-
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Stengart at *35.

pany operates.

9

Stengart at *34.
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First, the court noted that Loving Care’s
policy neither addressed the use of
personal, web-based email accounts on
its equipment, nor warned employees that
the contents of messages sent via such
accounts were stored on the hard drive and
could be retrieved by the company. Not
only did the policy fail to address external

11 Id.
12 Examples of restrictions on employee
monitoring activity in other countries may
be found in prior Legal Updates, including
“German Data Protection Landscape is
Changing” (http://www.mofo.com/GermanData-Protection-Landscape-is-Changing07-09-2009) and “Comparing the U.S. and
EU Approach to Employee Privacy” (http://
www.mofo.com/pubs/xpqPublicationDetail.
aspx?xpST=PubDetail&pub=8182). For
more detailed information, please refer to
Chapter 3, “Email and Internet Monitoring/
Video and Physical Surveillance,” of
GLOBAL EMPLOYEE PRIVACY AND DATA
SECURITY LAW, Morrison & Foerster LLP
(editors Miriam H. Wugmeister and Christine
E. Lyon), BNA 2009.
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